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Abstract. A new undoing of scientific-applied task of mathematical modeling of power condition in the ship 

diesel-electrical propulsion complex with the main low-speed engine and frequency-controlled asynchronous motor on 
the shaft's line with fixed propeller pitch is proposed. 
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1 Introduction 
 
During the last years modern ships are built with higher requirements towards the control of shaft speed. 

Propulsion complex is under the impact of two factors: sea conditions which permanently change and the environment 
of ship's equipment. 

Under these conditions an important issue is the concept of effectiveness increase of power's transmission to 
the propeller; the solution of this concept is under consideration in [1], where propulsion is implemented with electrical 
motor which together with main low-speed engine (LSE) assure the required speed of the shaft. 

In [2] the above concept has been developed where as electrical motor is used an auxiliary frequency-controlled 
three-phase asynchronous motor (AM) with short-circuit rotor winding, which is power supplied from auxiliary middle-
speed dies el-generator and frequency converter (FC) with multilevel conversion of energy [3]. 

Scientific and practical investigations are realized within mechatronics - scientific and technical trend on 
machinery with artificial intelligence, particularly by applying data handling with Data Mining approach. Data Mining 
method allows to "conceive" data and assess it from both quantitative and qualitative point of view [4]. 

But the lack of evaluation results of effectiveness of power's transmission to the propeller in team-work of LSE 
and AM determines the target of author: produce above results in propulsion with main engine and auxiliary electrical 
motor in wide size of changing of servicing mode of ship's work. 

 
2 Theoretical Part 
 
To find the solution the problem was determined: create a propulsion complex with LSE and auxiliary 

frequency-controlled three-phase asynchronous motor (AM) models in MatLab/Simulink; get results on power's 
transmission to the propeller in wide size of changing of servicing mode of ship's work; integrate results of modeling 
and assess of effectiveness of using AM while adding extra power to propeller. 

Magnitude of moment and water resistance are calculated in dependence of pitch angle and CT and CQ factors, 
their value are tabulated and considering the fluctuation of shaft propeller. In turn, magnitude of moment is input value 
of LSE mathematic model (Diesel Engine). 
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Fuel index is determined by parameters of LSE Governor.  

Limitation of fuel feeding is performed by function Y=limit_ у(u). 

 

Shaft speed LSE measured comes from the unit where the fluctuation of speed. This index is supplied to 
overload controller unit, which prevents LSE from overloading in dependence of pitch angle. Input data for function 
overload is the actual magnitude of fuel index and shaft speed LSE measured, while output data is calculated difference 
between the actual (measured) fuel index and limitations. 

Magnitude of pitch angle is given to the unit of pitch angle dynamics and control. In this unit the deviation of 
value assignment is considered and the final value is supplied to the entry of propeller characteristics unit. While using 
fixed propeller pitch (FPP), it is necessary to install a constant value, i.e. this value should be independent from shaft 
speed. 

This can be achieved with setting of mode selector, in which the function is processed; this function depends on 
servicing mode of ship's work (maneuvering or economic speed) and sets the dependence between pitch angle and shaft 
speed. It is required to eliminate the function of pitch angle limitation in overload control unit. 

Generation of deviation of measured and initial data is calculated in an individual program taking into account 
the step and the time of modeling. In this program are set the deviation of measured and disturbance values of 
parameters: shaft speed, fuel index, pitch angle, ship's speed, moment resistance shaft speed, external force of ship's 
resistance, wind speed, wind direction. 

 
3 Conclusion 
The analysis of results of modeling indicated that in propulsion complex with main LSE and auxiliary 

frequency-controlled three-phase asynchronous motor shaft speed fluctuation round initial data diminished. This 
decrease is possible with adjustment of optimal value of LSE governor. It is important that in many cases of shaft's load 
- the time of conversion deflates. The achieved results give grounds that there is a boost the effectiveness of power's 
transmission to the propeller in team-work of LSE and AM. 
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